Show musical notation for "Hop Skip and Jump" by Louis W. Lesly and music by Hal Dysen.

There's a tune that starts a-flow-ing, Then Hops, and Skips and Jumps, like
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I hear it Hop, and Skip and Jump, Oh!
I hear it Hop, and Skip and Jump, Oh!

Chorus
It keeps a running thru my brain, Until I nearly go insane To drive it off is all in vain, It
She's like a little jumping jack I'm like a trolley off the track, And tho' it nearly breaks my back, My
Sweet-ie keeps me busy, As a
mastered it-it starts again, Grabs me tight and then
The Hop and Skip and Jump.

gets me kind o' dizzy, While my feet are mighty busy, It always makes me
Sweet-ie keeps me busy, As a kangaroo that's dizzy And when — I think I've

want to own A jazz-zy little saxophone. And
mastered it— And try to slow it down a bit—, She

take a chance at that new dance called The Hop and Skip and Jump. It
starts again, Grabs me tight and then it's The Hop and Skip and Jump. It

Jump. Oh that tune when you begin it, You croon
Jump. Oh that girl! you cannot stop her, If I
it for a minute, Then Hop and Skip and Jump like

So fox could ever trot like that, Really Sweetie's quite an acrobat, I really don't know where I'm at, The only thing I'm knowing

Is the fact my feet are going Grass-hoppers you will often see That haven't anything on me, When I begin

To do that spin, Called the hop and skip and jump!

EXTRA CHORUS

No fox could ever trot like that, My Sweetie's quite an acrobat, I really don't know where I'm at, The only thing I'm knowing

Is the fact my feet are going Grass-hoppers you will often see That haven't anything on me, When I begin

To do that spin, Called the hop and skip and jump!